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good morning ladies and gentlemen                                               
welcome to ask the theologian I'm glad                                          
you're here it's Thursday you know what                                         
we do on Thursday we have Bible study on                                        
Thursday night looking forward to                                               
session number two of The Book of                                               
Ezekiel 7 p.m. mountain time if you're                                          
behind you're only behind 1 session and                                         
you can join us anytime look forward to                                         
seeing you there tonight as I'll do some                                        
studying on this afternoon and looking                                          
forward to that on this my 32nd wedding                                         
anniversary Shelley and I are                                                   
celebrating today we're celebrating by                                          
working in Vacation Bible School this                                           
morning by prepping for Bible study this                                        
evening and hosting missionaries and                                            
just having a great time happy                                                  
Anniversary to me and to Shelley and                                            
let's get right into your biblical                                              
theological worldview questions today                                           
like from Charles in Tulsa who says                                             
speaks of Acts chapter 28 verses 23                                             
through 31 Paul is in Rome under house                                          
arrest Charles says Jesus came to him                                           
and it appears he explained and solemnly                                        
testified of the kingdom of God verses                                          
30 and 31 for two years he continued to                                         
preach the kingdom of God here's the                                            
question is this the overlap of the two                                         
Gospels you have mentioned the verses                                           
say he received all who came to him so I                                        
assume some of them were Gentiles shine                                         
some light on this for this new be                                              
rightly divided er thanks and God bless                                         
and ah he's he's uh                                                             
forfeiting the two points the two points                                        
of eternal rewards that we give for                                             
those of you who's the blue box god                                             
bless you reconciled and saved complete                                         
in Christ didn't that nice wee none of                                          
us really need the two points let's look                                        
Acts chapter 28 this is the last chapter                                        
of the book of Acts beginning in verse                                          
23 when they had appointed to him a day                                         
there came to                                                                   
many to him in his lodging to whom he                                           
expounded and testified the kingdom of                                          
God                                                                             
persuading them concerning Jesus both                                           
out of the law of Moses and out of the                                          
prophets from morning till evening now                                          
let's just talk about that right there                                          
on what he's doing pretty clear in it                                           
he's expounding the kingdom of God he's                                         
explaining to them Jesus from Moses and                                         
the prophets that means that remember                                           



Jesus came as one who was confirmed he                                          
was a he was a minister of the Covenant                                         
confirming the promises to the fathers                                          
so this is a very Jewish work this                                              
aligns very much with Paul's early                                              
ministry in what he's doing basically                                           
he's convincing them that Jesus is                                              
Messiah and some believe the things                                             
which were spoken and some believe not                                          
and when they agreed not among                                                  
themselves they departed after that Paul                                        
had spoken one word well spake the Holy                                         
Ghost by Isaiah sand he gives up some                                           
prophetic scripture here from the Old                                           
Testament let's go down to verse 28 be                                          
it known therefore unto you that the                                            
salvation of God is sent into the                                               
Gentiles and that they will hear it and                                         
when he had said these words the Jews                                           
departed and had great reasoning among                                          
themselves and Paul dwelt two whole                                             
years in his hired house and received                                           
all that came unto Him preaching the                                            
kingdom of God and teaching those things                                        
concerning the Lord Jesus with all                                              
confidence no man forbidding him now I                                          
do say that on this particular issue we                                         
are dealing with an overlap I think                                             
there's a couple of different ways that                                         
you can go with this there's the                                                
standard evangelical way which says                                             
since Paul is teaching the kingdom of                                           
God salvation as we offer it must be the                                        
kingdom salvation therefore the kingdom                                         
must not be a physical future for turn                                          
kingdom but rather it must be a                                                 
spiritual Kingdom in our heart and so                                           
the evangelicals would say Paul is                                              
advancing the kingdom proclaiming the                                           
kingdom the kingdom equals salvation the                                        
kingdom equals body of Christ the                                               
kingdom equals the church perhaps you'd                                         
say the Catholics would be more likely                                          
to say that that's one approach you can                                         
take the other approach you can take                                            
is Bullinger although you don't see it                                          
very much in the companion Bible you see                                        
it in the the very last things of his                                           
work and that is that Bullinger would                                           
say look here's the kingdom therefore                                           
you do not have a presentation of the                                           
gospel and therefore even as late as                                            
acts 28 there was no gospel of grace                                            
that the mystery had not been given yet                                         
I think he went way awry in his last                                            
days on that particular teaching by the                                         
way and so they they would say if you                                           
follow if your Bullinger right in that                                          
sense you would then say that even in                                           
acts 28 the church had not started now                                          
what difference does all that make if                                           
you're like bollinger then you would say                                        



only the writings after this point                                              
include the message of grace that's                                             
basically the prison epistles only the                                          
prison epistles include the message of                                          
grace everything else does not include                                          
the message of grace now that's the the                                         
two extremes of the position within I                                           
would say within dispensationalism                                              
that's the two extremes within the                                              
position now then you have a course                                             
those in the middle which would be mm                                           
that's called a mid acts now I I really                                         
don't fit on either one or anywhere in                                          
the middle I fit here I do think you've                                         
got this overlap that beginning after                                           
Paul I would say by about Acts chapter                                          
13 beginning with chapter 13 Paul is                                            
preaching a gospel message maybe and                                            
we'll see when we get there in the book                                         
of Acts we're in chapter 22                                                     
this is in chapter 28 but maybe here in                                         
verse 31 preaching the kingdom of God                                           
and keep teaching those things                                                  
concerning the Lord Jesus Christ and                                            
that spoke a few you know verse 28 a few                                        
verses are there be it known therefore                                          
that the salvation of God is sent unto                                          
the Gentiles that they will hear which                                          
salvation is he talking about there                                             
we'll have to take that apart and see                                           
when we get there but basically I think                                         
that Paul has both an individual message                                        
and a national message and because we do                                        
not yet have the destruction of the                                             
nation of Israel there's still this                                             
national message he still wants the Jews                                        
to hear it I think even then the next                                           
book he's going to be writing to Jews in                                        
Rome and telling them about what is                                             
happening with this thing going on and                                          
what that does with this thing that is                                          
going on so very much yes here I would                                          
see that overlap I almost think that                                            
that overlap is essential if you don't                                          
have an overlap as far as I can see                                             
illogically I don't know anywhere to go                                         
other than either the evangelical                                               
approach that the kingdom is salvation                                          
or the Bullinger approach that salvation                                        
individual salvation has not happened                                           
yet I don't know what your other options                                        
would be then that because here very                                            
clearly in prison in Rome he is teaching                                        
the kingdom of God so if that's not the                                         
physical future fraternal Kingdom then                                          
that must be some sort of spiritual                                             
Kingdom which you can't pick up anywhere                                        
in the scripture or it must be that he                                          
hasn't even had the revelation of the                                           
mystery yet or at least expressed the                                           
reservoir revelation of the mystery and                                         
that doesn't go with other things we've                                         



already seen in acts so I think you just                                        
I think it's demanded that you have an                                          
overlap I've been teaching this of                                              
course a number of years and I don't I                                          
don't have a lot of followers yet on                                            
this                                                                            
minou and two others that will accept                                           
this proposition of an overlap I get                                            
people to say no there's no overlap it                                          
was one to the other and yet I don't                                            
really see anyone arguing for their non                                         
overlap whether I suppose Bollinger is                                          
the closest thing that argues for it and                                        
most who reject my position of an                                               
overlap also reject Bollinger and they                                          
also reject the standard evangelical                                            
position they just move the move the                                            
connecting point but it all ends up with                                        
the same problem that the scripture just                                        
doesn't support anything other than and                                         
overlap now if someone out there sees                                           
that I am wrong on this I would love to                                         
hear hear that and find out what's going                                        
on there and appreciate it but yes                                              
that's you you are seeing that overlap                                          
very well in Acts chapter 22 where we                                           
are in our current series along at the                                          
book of Acts so where the sessions 66 67                                        
68 right in there there are some                                                
scriptures there that we looked at that                                         
just I think demand that we have an                                             
overlap really starting with Paul's                                             
visit with the Ephesians I don't see how                                        
you get anything other than an overlap                                          
once again I'd love to be challenged on                                         
that if someone believes there is no                                            
overlap let's let's visit about it a                                            
little bit and that would be enjoyable                                          
as long as we can visit around the word                                         
and have a green chile cheeseburger                                             
afterwards maybe a virtual green chile                                          
cheeseburger and welcome to the program                                         
today if you're just joining us this                                            
happens to be the special and the naked                                         
communist what so what kind of title is                                         
that well it exposes communism and has                                          
nothing to do with distance                                                     
has to do with our society today you can                                        
see here's the special 30% off of the                                           
naked communists there it is and you can                                        
grab hold of that and if we happen to                                           
run out of those are $20 in 21 cents it                                         
got more on the way so you'll be able to                                        
get that really lots of good information                                        
for our society today and hey while                                             
you're there go to the blog button and                                          
here's the second part part 1 if you                                            
haven't read it part 2 Nathan barong                                            
author that writes mostly novels so we                                          
have not published any of his works but                                         
he talks about freedom here in this blog                                        
published just yesterday afternoon two                                          



parts of that there's gonna be seven all                                        
together if you want to follow it just                                          
go down to the bottom of any of these                                           
and click on the tags Nathan burr right                                         
there and you will be able to it'll pull                                        
up all of those there and how about that                                        
you can just get right there and click                                          
the special and you can get right there                                         
and you can click for the Holy Land tour                                        
and all sorts of good stuff there let's                                         
go to Nicholas in Bolingbroke who's got                                         
a question from Romans chapter 16 verse                                         
23 he says I use an engineering tool                                            
called Quartus Cortez Quartus does it                                           
divide things in fourths                                                        
that's what I wonder and to my surprise                                         
someone in the Bible is named Quartus                                           
Roman 1623 can you tell me more about                                           
Cortez Romans 1623 I can tell you more                                          
about him he's a brother there it is                                            
Cortez a brother Gaius mine host and the                                        
whole church saluteth you Erastus and                                           
the Chamberlain of the city salute if                                           
you Quartus a brother this is the only                                          
time that this particular name comes up                                         
it does have to do with                                                         
quartering or the fourth part why he's                                          
named a fourth I don't know did he was                                          
he the fourth as you know you know                                              
senior junior the third the fourth was                                          
he the fourth or did he have four                                               
brothers or no what is it                                                       
who knows maybe his mom and dad just                                            
like the name Cortez                                                            
but it is a mathematical term an                                                
engineering term which probably is why                                          
the engineering software chose to do                                            
that I did pull up Strong's Concordance                                         
on this on the left side of your screen                                         
a Latin origin so it's a Greek word                                             
Latin origin as we would expect in Rome                                         
the authorized version translates as                                            
Quartus once a Roman probably before he                                         
lived at Rome and therefore sends his                                           
salutations to Christians there he is                                           
mentioned among the 70 disciples and                                            
said to be Bishop of Bertus now this                                            
issue in fact really all of that is                                             
speculation Gil who was a famous                                                
commentator not always right but he went                                        
into some of the ancient works of the                                           
church and said there is Quartus among                                          
the 70 disciples now that descending out                                        
of the 70 if that's the case pure                                               
tradition somebody said he was of the 70                                        
because there's only the Church Fathers                                         
kind of start putting names on this is                                          
there anything to it                                                            
maybe so they live closer to the                                                
situation than we do but that would make                                        
him Jewish might fit the 70 disciples of                                        
course were Jewish and then he is said                                          



to be Bishop of Bertus I'm not sure                                             
where Burgess is probably somewhere in                                          
Italy and that obviously would have been                                        
much later even into the second century                                         
maybe maybe maybe late first century                                            
again that's going by tradition and it                                          
would be difficult to know how many men                                         
there were named Cortes is that a                                               
familiar name obviously we don't see it                                         
other times in the scripture but is that                                        
a familiar name truth is we don't know                                          
anything that's other than right here                                           
and then we can speculate with what                                             
those early church commentators wrote                                           
now I am NOT utterly opposed to that                                            
kind of speculation as I've said a                                              
number of times I think that inquiring                                          
minds want to know                                                              
and you know who's this guy named Cortez                                        
what's up with him so we'd go back as                                           
far as we can we look and we say hey you                                        
know here's a guy that mentioned cordis                                         
and said that he was one of the seventy                                         
and then said he became later the Bishop                                        
of Burtis is there any validity to that                                         
what then I want to look and say okay                                           
did whoever whoever wrote it let's                                              
suppose it's I don't know a Clement                                             
maybe Clement of Rome Clement of Rome                                           
was one of the very first of the                                                
so-called Church Fathers in those                                               
writings maybe he mentions Quartus if so                                        
then I would say okay Clement of Rome                                           
how well-respected is he do we know of                                          
other errors that he wrote in his work                                          
can we generally trust that which he                                            
writes and if so yeah there's a pretty                                          
good possibility with it in Clement of                                          
Rome was a pretty decent author wouldn't                                        
there wasn't a lot of exaggeration there                                        
and seems to be a real historical figure                                        
and it's a real historical work not                                             
something that was made up years and                                            
years later so my guess is there's some                                         
of that with Clement or poly car                                                
probably one of the two of those that                                           
wrote about cordis we would have to go                                          
in and begin to look through that to see                                        
if that's the case and in which case                                            
then probably the Strong's Concordance                                          
which tended to be fairly conservative                                          
probably has some degree of validity                                            
when it says that he was among                                                  
the 70 disciples and said to be Bishop                                          
of Rome Quartus good congratulations                                            
Nicholas this is the first time on this                                         
program we have ever talked about                                               
Quartus engineering software interesting                                        
I don't know be interesting find out how                                        
they got the name is it maybe is that a                                         
little secret to say we have some                                               
Christians in our company who were                                              



having a company Bible study on the book                                        
of Romans and we found this Quartus and                                         
the guy said that's it I've been looking                                        
for a name for this software I'm gonna                                          
name it Cortez inquiring minds want to                                          
know is that a word that's used outside                                         
of the Bible obviously you would have to                                        
get into some deeper studies in Latin                                           
dictionaries and Greek dictionaries to                                          
see was is that fairly common in Greek                                          
literature and to see if there's any                                            
other source there but maybe the company                                        
has at least one Christian who snuck it                                         
in there or maybe there's a bunch of                                            
Christians there who said hey let's give                                        
a tiny little thread of our biblical                                            
values stuck in there maybe or maybe                                            
they're a bunch of pagans and they don't                                        
know that the name of their software is                                         
in the Bible too good it could go either                                        
way                                                                             
and who knows back to Charles and Tulsa                                         
and yeah it is excuse me is ax 28 verse                                         
30 and 31 the end of Paul's ministry and                                        
shortly the Romans cut off his head that                                        
is most often kind of sort of taught                                            
how's that I believe and you all would                                          
want to double check this if you're                                             
writing an academic book but I do                                               
believe                                                                         
that most people assume that after this                                         
point after the close of x28 is actually                                        
when he wrote the prison epistles now                                           
one of those would be like second                                               
Timothy my life is already being poured                                         
out you know I'm a drink offering my                                            
life is being poured out so so in that                                          
case we don't know exactly how much time                                        
we have here and I don't have my                                                
Scofield Bible in front of me but let me                                        
see if I can find a date associated with                                        
the Scofield Bible it's much more simple                                        
to do so you just look in the middle                                            
column there but okay I'm not seeing a                                          
date in this software going back several                                        
chapters yeah oh well that's because I'm                                        
in the wrong book how about that I'm in                                         
Romans so now let me see if I find a                                            
date I don't see one at the beginning of                                        
x28 that's typically where they put them                                        
but I think that most again say that it                                         
was after acts 28 that Paul did write                                           
those prison epistles so there is a                                             
little bit of time there so you know                                            
shortly is in the eye of the beholder                                           
here that this was the end of Paul's                                            
ministry and the question says shortly                                          
the Romans cut off his head                                                     
that's there there that really would be                                         
again some speculation speculation might                                        
be too strong a word because there might                                        
be some degree of evidence you put in to                                        



try the case on when Paul died there are                                        
others then that say no Paul actually                                           
was released Paul was able to travel all                                        
the way to Spain as he did we know he                                           
desired to travel to Spain there are                                            
some who said yeah he did he got out he                                         
he traveled to Spain that it was much                                           
later when he finally died so we don't                                          
really know the me                                                              
that the time or even the manner you                                            
mentioned cutting off his head all we                                           
know is something he died somewhere and                                         
again tradition tells us some of these                                          
things about the timing in the manner of                                        
his death I think in the end we don't                                           
know he certainly was not dead at the                                           
end of Acts chapter 28 so there is                                              
possibility for him to do more stuff                                            
maybe even a lot more stuff although we                                         
would expect because he was so vocal we                                         
would expect that if he's doing just a                                          
ton of stuff that we would have seen and                                        
heard from some of that thank you for                                           
your question                                                                   
Bev and Wisconsin is Israel on the verge                                        
of an attack that is an attack from the                                         
outside excuse me let me answer this in                                         
two ways the first in the most general                                          
way I would say Israel is always on the                                         
verge of an attack the major attack on                                          
Israel I think is always going to be                                            
secret that's a very hard thing because                                         
of the Mossad the Mossad the the the                                            
Secret Service Agency the intelligence                                          
agency of Israel is very very good                                              
probably the best in the world                                                  
truth is it has to be the very best in                                          
the world because even much more so than                                        
the United States which is I would say a                                        
distant second they have so many enemies                                        
and they are so vulnerable due to their                                         
size so you go back to the Yom Kippur                                           
War in 1973 and Israel just nearly lost                                         
it there at that point and that was a                                           
surprise attack if Israel knows about it                                        
at all then the enemy cannot win so they                                        
have to                                                                         
have a surprise attack one of the                                               
reasons that governments like Iran for                                          
example have not attacked Russia excuse                                         
me have not attacked Israel                                                     
I had Iran Russia in my mind one of the                                         
reasons they have not attacked is                                               
because Israel is so powerful that and                                          
with the backing of the United States                                           
even more so and we got it with                                                 
President Trump so powerful that if it's                                        
not a surprise attack Iran or any of the                                        
the Middle Eastern world and and really                                         
Russia is not even strong enough at this                                        
point as well that they would just lose                                         
so yeah always on verge of attack but                                           



it's going to be a secret attack that                                           
means that we don't really know if                                              
they're on the verge of it sack how's                                           
that I have watched Israel obviously for                                        
a long long time and made my first trip                                         
to Israel in 2005 I believe it was and                                          
have been many many times since and have                                        
you know I keep track of Israel                                                 
newspapers and I talked to Israelis and                                         
all those kind of things I have almost                                          
quit speculating what the enemies of                                            
Israel are going to do and when you read                                        
in the news the sabre-rattling that                                             
happens I discount it now someday there                                         
is going to be an attack I think it will                                        
be a to borrow the words of Franklin                                            
Delano Roosevelt back in December 7th                                           
1941 suddenly and deliberately it will                                          
be a surprise sudden deliberate                                                 
hopefully Israel will not be asleep at                                          
the wheel I think the United States a                                           
little bit was asleep at the wheel or                                           
had his head in the sand back in 1941                                           
where you know Pearl Harbor I think that                                        
there were plenty of warnings that a                                            
they're coming and he people were if I                                          
can use the scripture out of context                                            
were just at ease in Zion so if Israel                                          
takes their eye off the ball for one                                            
second they're gonna be attacked as long                                        
as Israel will stay on top of it and                                            
have find out whatever the best                                                 
intelligent intelligence-gathering                                              
mechanisms are and do ten times better                                          
than that this is what Israel has to do                                         
there's a fascinating story of                                                  
what's-his-name left menow our boy in                                           
Damascus our man in Damascus I think it                                         
is there was I think Netflix did a movie                                        
about the spy in Damascus his name will                                         
come to me in a moment Israel's most                                            
famous spy for decades he lived as a                                            
Syrian getting into the highest realms                                          
of Syrian government and feeding the                                            
information back home that doesn't                                              
happen anymore right if it doesn't                                              
happen anymore                                                                  
Israel's gonna die so are they on a                                             
verge of an attack only because every                                           
nation wants to attack him do I get all                                         
that worried when Iran says you know I'm                                        
gonna get my hands on you I don't worry                                         
about it uh I Iran especially is a lot                                          
of yakety yakety yak now will they get                                          
the nuclear bomb because Obama helped                                           
them maybe will they use it against                                             
Israel if they do as soon as they can                                           
the moment they can do it the moment                                            
they can get their plane over Iraq and                                          
through the little parts of Syria Jordan                                        
and in there yeah they're going to but                                          
Israel is so good in knowing the                                                



information that for the most part they                                         
can't get their plane off the ground                                            
Israel already knows they're coming and                                         
it                                                                              
takes care of it and so I would not                                             
worry about whatever you read in the                                            
news and I would worry more about a                                             
surprise attack I think when Israel is                                          
attacked we're going to wake up one                                             
morning and they're going to tell us                                            
that Israel has been and been through                                           
the night under an absolutely severe                                            
tragic terrible kind of attack and I                                            
think the next bit of the news would be                                         
that Israel is already sending its                                              
planes watch for smoke coming out of                                            
Turan and Israel will respond very very                                         
strong and that could lead to the                                               
Ezekiel 37 38 war that Andy woods writes                                        
about in this book the Middle East                                              
meltdown so this this is why there's                                            
more terrorism against Israel because                                           
they can't do a national wide scale                                             
attack sometimes they can sneak one                                             
person in and you know get somewhere and                                        
do a stabbing or something like that                                            
that's a and and keep everybody afraid                                          
that way that's what terrorism is about                                         
and they can they can do that our                                               
terrorist is called dr. pouchy but that                                         
was another around another issue there                                          
tony has a nice question how can I get                                          
involved writing for DPH why thank you                                          
you know I think that this probably                                             
needs updated but if you go to about us                                         
and down here how to write for                                                  
dispensational publishing it is a little                                        
bit dated                                                                       
I would imagine like I think I think                                            
this was written back in 2015 and I                                             
don't even think I wrote it but there's                                         
my email right there when you click on                                          
that dr. Randi right there and check our                                        
our principles there but I tell you what                                        
we love to have for a first-time writer                                         
is                                                                              
blog blog articles and so as you see                                            
here on our blog here's Nathan burr                                             
writing for us and this one doesn't have                                        
a picture but it was Byron Williamson                                           
sometimes I write probably the majority                                         
of them here's Mark Musser that has                                             
written blog articles there's another                                           
blog article by Mark Mercer dr. Frank                                           
who's had some very interesting things                                          
lately                                                                          
so we love to get blog articles and to                                          
take those as it kind of helps our                                              
readers get introduced to a writer and                                          
say hey I like the way this guy writes I                                        
like the way this guy                                                           
thanks now if you've got a full work                                            



ready to go or that you're wanting to                                           
get ready to go I send a little proposal                                        
in on the on a book and I would take a                                          
look at those two thank you I appreciate                                        
all of that Michael asks in the Bible we                                        
have Paul's letters to your knowledge is                                        
this everything Paul wrote or is there                                          
he wrote a grocery list                                                         
sometimes surely his needs list for                                             
Ephesus Tenten awning obviously we're                                           
not talking about those kind of writings                                        
there is indication that there may have                                         
been another letter to the Corinthians                                          
that's the one that from the scripture                                          
we can most easily say hey he's writing                                         
in I think it's in second Corinthians                                           
pardon me for not knowing the verses                                            
here he's writing in second Corinthians                                         
about his previous letter but that                                              
doesn't look like first Corinthians we                                          
think there's another one so there's                                            
probably first Corinthians second                                               
Corinthians and third Corinthians and we                                        
have 1st and 3rd or various as a couple                                         
of different scenarios how that's put                                           
but it looks like almost certainly he                                           
had written to the Corinthians                                                  
in a in a book or a letter that we do                                           
not have now here's the the kicker on                                           
that I think let me look at your                                                
question here to your knowledge is this                                         
everything Paul wrote or is there more I                                        
think there was more I think that                                               
probably not only to the Corinthians but                                        
probably to other churches as well I                                            
think it was pretty consistent in                                               
writing to some of these he you know he                                         
talked about the care for all the                                               
churches well care for all the churches                                         
doesn't mean you wrote him one letter                                           
and that's it that doesn't sound like                                           
guide that cares for all the churches                                           
that much so I think he fairly                                                  
consistently wrote to these churches                                            
that he was associated with and had some                                        
relationship with and wouldn't it be                                            
interesting to find those letters now                                           
here's here's the the as I said a moment                                        
ago the kicker on it are their writings                                         
out did Paul write stuff yes is it                                              
Scripture no I think that we do have the                                        
preserved Word of God not everything                                            
that Paul wrote was Scripture back a few                                        
weeks ago in our study of the Baptist                                           
faith a message we talked about their                                           
their statement on the scripture and it                                         
has in there a line let's just pull it                                          
up right here the Holy Bible was written                                        
by men divinely inspired and is God's                                           
revelation okay you you could have said                                         
worse things but I'm convinced the men                                          
were not divinely inspired the words                                            



were divinely inspired now is that same                                         
side of a coin am i splitting hairs                                             
there maybe so but if Paul was divinely                                         
inspired that means if we today were to                                         
go let's say to Corinth a beautiful city                                        
that I've been to twice now we'd love to                                        
go again take you again someday but if                                          
we were to go to Corinth and we've                                              
lifted up a rock and said oh my goodness                                        
there's an ancient scroll here why my                                           
goodness look at the end of there says I                                        
Paul write with my own hand we've just                                          
discovered a lost writing of Paul well                                          
it would be it would be earth-shattering                                        
in a sense it would be whoa men what an                                         
archeological find whoever gets to put                                          
that in their museum they're going to                                           
have you know they they just took care                                          
they're their endowments for years and                                          
years and years here's an original                                              
autograph something lost by Paul that is                                        
there Dan mentions the letters from yeah                                        
he talks about sharing the letters from                                         
Laodicea we there's a biblical evidence                                         
that he had also written to lay out of                                          
co of course we don't have that now if                                          
we found the letters to Laodicea or if                                          
we found the so-called lost letters to                                          
the Corinthians it would be very                                                
interesting it would not be Scripture                                           
the scripture God has preserved for us                                          
we have the Word of God we have the full                                        
revelation and that obviously is our                                            
conviction and our contention so even if                                        
we found something else probably would                                          
have some very interesting things to say                                        
about it we'd learned some things we                                            
would have some insight what if it what                                         
if something in there contradicted                                              
something in the Word of God we'd go                                            
with the Word of God we would say that's                                        
not the Word of God now one of the                                              
principles of preservation of the Word                                          
of God is that God through the years has                                        
used his people the local church to                                             
preserve the scriptures and somewhere                                           
along the way local church in Corinth                                           
said this we keep this we keep that we                                          
don't okay you know could they made a                                           
bad decision I suppose so but had they                                          
made that bad decision we believe that                                          
God would have somehow pulled that out                                          
of the out of the ashes so to speak and                                         
preserved it if it was meant for us to                                          
have it so yeah I think he wrote more I                                         
think it'd be in                                                                
interesting to find it I think we have                                          
the complete word of God thank you has                                          
to Rick out in Alcatraz what are your                                           
thoughts on the aggressive attempt to                                           
tear down statues in our country who                                            
could we honor that doesn't have a flaw                                         



Washington Lincoln are torn down but                                            
linen is still up which says a lot about                                        
those who are tearing down statues                                              
doesn't it you know any time we build a                                         
statue of a man it is a statue of a                                             
flawed man maybe a flawed statue too but                                        
it's a statue of a flawed man Marxism is                                        
utopian and therefore Marxism has to                                            
take their heroes like linen and make of                                        
them a God that is they have to remove                                          
anything that was bad about them and                                            
make them perfect this is in the Marxist                                        
mind they have created a god out of                                             
linen and he was absolutely perfect now                                         
Stalin and Lenin and others you if you                                          
if you if you want to really know who                                           
they are you find out there's some of                                           
the bloodiest damnest men in all of                                             
history but the Marxist mind doesn't                                            
care because the Marxist mind is living                                         
in a marijuana fed smog and they they                                           
don't really care about the facts                                               
they're they're working towards this                                            
utopia and someone who's working towards                                        
this utopia is working towards a fake                                           
world if they're working to build a fake                                        
world you can't deal with the facts you                                         
can put them in a mental institution but                                        
you can't deal with the facts and that's                                        
the problem with these who have bought                                          
into this Marxism and it doesn't matter                                         
if they're a crazy loon Marxist on the                                          
corner of the street that Nathan and I                                          
had                                                                             
visit with yesterday he was wishing the                                         
light would turn green he was praying                                           
please turn it green before my dad                                              
embarrasses me even more but you can't                                          
you can't really deal in any kind of                                            
sense with it because they're there                                             
they're there living in fantasy world                                           
and I don't live in fantasy world so                                            
then you know they come and they begin                                          
to stamp out what basically what they're                                        
doing is is stamping out Western                                                
civilization whether it be Washington or                                        
Lincoln or ulysses s grant or the the                                           
guy who worked to free the slaves up in                                         
Wisconsin that we met yesterday after                                           
they cut his head off statue hey guy                                            
believe his name was they they don't                                            
know any of this stuff and they had                                             
their anarchists and no they're                                                 
anarchists because they're taking                                               
statues down I believe that it is if                                            
it's a public statue like those in                                              
Wisconsin were if it's a public statue                                          
it is the people's statue and those                                             
people who tore that those two statues                                          
down I believe one of a woman in one of                                         
a man hag I want to say is his name                                             
those who tore them down said we don't                                          



care about the people I am the people I                                         
can do this and so I hope by the way                                            
that they will be sentenced under                                               
memorial laws that President Trump has                                          
been talking about under defacing a                                             
public property laws that are on the                                            
books so we're a rule of the law my                                             
guess is we already have enough laws                                            
that we just need to carry those out now                                        
the problem is there's a bunch of                                               
liberal politicians and some offices too                                        
that actually want those down they don't                                        
want to go through the rule of law that                                         
would take to bring them down they                                              
went to destroy Western civilization as                                         
well so they turn a blind eye and let it                                        
happen and there's laws to take care of                                         
politicians like that as well but my                                            
thoughts on this aggressive attempt to                                          
tear down statues in our country I think                                        
it will come to the point and probably                                          
you could already say has that any                                              
statue gets torn down I've been curious                                         
to see down that I mentioned this the                                           
other day now in the plaza pedro                                                
martinez right here in Taos New Mexico                                          
how long is father Martinez going to                                            
stand there I'm not a Catholic and I                                            
have all sorts of you know negative                                             
things to say about Catholicism but how                                         
long would it be there there was a well                                         
of just the town south where I went to                                          
high school had a statue of de oñate and                                        
own yacht a was a Spanish conquistador                                          
conqueror they took it down now the                                             
county did it took it down I suppose                                            
they took it down you know they they                                            
said they took it down for safety                                               
reasons to protect it truth is it's a                                           
part of our history and that the the                                            
town there is named Espanola which you                                          
know the country is espana this is the                                          
this is the town of Spain                                                       
that's the town's history so take the                                           
statue down you're gonna have to change                                         
the the town name also I don't know what                                        
you're going to change it to probably                                           
some Indian name that nobody can                                                
pronounce but and you ignore all that                                           
history now in the end what happens is                                          
and what these guys are after is they                                           
want to destroy Western civilization it                                         
they don't care anything about                                                  
Washington or Lincoln they they they                                            
probably you know couldn't pass a basic                                         
history quiz about these guys all they                                          
care about is they want to destroy norms                                        
of society as we have it now and if                                             
there's a statue there                                                          
of a good guy that a guy that's on their                                        
side that says these are norms of                                               
society we want this to come down it is                                         



telling that the only one that keep up                                          
is linen because that's the norm of                                             
society that they want and that of                                              
course is a society of absolutely no                                            
freedom it's a society in which they                                            
could never do what they are doing now                                          
but you did sit down and talk to them                                           
about it it doesn't matter because                                              
they're so strung out on drugs and                                              
they're so brainwashed they're useful                                           
idiots to the Marxist that are empowered                                        
you you look at this I've seen someone                                          
you know online and on TV as well look                                          
at who's there and and literally they                                           
are drugged out messed up fools you                                             
cannot have a conversation with them                                            
so the one who wants to try to do lado                                          
yeah they're there you know these people                                        
are principled driven no they're drug                                           
driven is what they are they're they're                                         
high on something and and and let them                                          
let them have their six six block area                                          
go ahead it won't last thirty minutes                                           
before it starts to be utter chaos                                              
because these people their brain is                                             
fried on drugs now by the way marijuana                                         
was the biggest drug involved in it in                                          
getting them to this point Oh simply                                            
cause marijuana doesn't do anything I                                           
have seen enough people smoking                                                 
marijuana in my town it's not even legal                                        
in my town like you liberals over in                                            
Oklahoma I've seen him doing it enough                                          
to know that if you smoke marijuana                                             
you're just utterly worthless I had a                                           
lady a couple of several years ago tell                                         
me she had a little lawn care business                                          
and she said let me tell you how to do a                                        
worker around here                                                              
get him early in the morning let him                                            
work till about eleven o'clock in the                                           
morning and then you better let him go                                          
because their mind is only on drugs                                             
they're going to be utterly messed up                                           
the rest of the day and totally                                                 
worthless and they're gonna break                                               
everything you have that's the society                                          
that marijuana is building he didn't ask                                        
about marijuana did you but that it                                             
basically is a revolt of society now                                            
here's my fear I think that this fall                                           
obviously we have an election what                                              
happens Trump wins maybe I don't know I                                         
think it's anybody's guess at this point                                        
but unless unless I okay Trump wins if                                          
Trump wins then there will be revolts in                                        
the street because these people are                                             
anarchists until they burned down the                                           
White House and build their red square                                          
they're not gonna be satisfied so if                                            
Trump wins                                                                      
we have months and months of rioting                                            



if Trump loses we've got a dead head in                                         
the in the White House who's a puppet of                                        
of Marxist Leninist I suppose and he                                            
excuse me he he allows those to go that                                         
I don't see a good scenario for this                                            
fall and it could even get worse before                                         
fall I don't know they could try to set                                         
up you know chop Chazz their things all                                         
over the place here now well I just went                                        
ranting on politics there didn't I let's                                        
go to Chris's question my question is                                           
about Isaiah chapter 11 verse 11 is the                                         
phrase second time a clear proof of the                                         
future Millennial Kingdom inferring that                                        
the first time would be Christ's                                                
incarnation and original miss original                                          
ministry or am i misunderstanding this                                          
text thanks Chris                                                               
and it shall come to pass in that day                                           
that the Lord shall set his hand again                                          
the second time to recover the remnant                                          
of his people which shall be left from a                                        
Syrian from Egypt and from path or some                                         
cushion Elam and Shinar and Hamas and                                           
the islands of the sea and he shall set                                         
up an ensign for the nation and shall                                           
assemble the outcasts of Israel and                                             
gather the dispersed of Judah for the                                           
four corners of the earth                                                       
okay I think that you and I would                                               
definitely say hey that looks like clear                                        
proof of the Millennial Kingdom there's                                         
first time there second time now let's                                          
let's let's put a little bit of scrutiny                                        
to that kind of thinking it shall come                                          
to pass in that day almost always we                                            
could check the context to make sure                                            
this is correct but almost always that                                          
little phrase right there in that day                                           
refers to the day of judgment and the                                           
day of establishing the kingdom so last                                         
days let's go ahead and take that                                               
assumption and then of course you could                                         
verify that but it shall come to pass in                                        
that last day that the Lord shall set                                           
his hand again the second time to                                               
recover the remnant of his people now                                           
Isaiah I'm gonna go by memory here so                                           
somebody correct me if I'm wrong Isaiah                                         
ministered prior to the fall of the                                             
northern kingdom warned of the fall of                                          
the Northern Kingdom the Northern                                               
Kingdom was never restored and the                                              
southern kingdom which was restored but                                         
at this point hadn't even fallen so it                                          
would be I think hard to argue that here                                        
it's talking about oh no no no no he                                            
restored the people from Babylon and                                            
then the second time at the Millennium                                          
he's going to restore them again if you                                         
could take the first time                                                       
and somehow associate it to a previous                                          



restoration maybe you could argue then                                          
that it's not really about Christ's                                             
first coming and second coming but it's                                         
about the first restoration and the                                             
second restoration I think that's a                                             
little bit hard to argue just because of                                        
where Isaiah fits into prophecy there in                                        
okay I started to say this I just knows                                         
where bullinger went also he says the                                           
first time being Exodus 15 16 and 17 now                                        
I don't know that I agree with I started                                        
to bring that up to say okay the first                                          
time could be you know Egypt and coming                                         
the problem is he didn't really restore                                         
the nation when they came in the Exodus                                         
this is where I think I would like to                                           
argue with dr. Bollinger about this so                                          
this this is to recover when they went                                          
down to Egypt there was only 75 of them                                         
that's not a nation and so when they                                            
came out they were not recovered they                                           
were actually born that's when the                                              
nation started so I would have a hard                                           
time seeing how the first time is Exodus                                        
15 16 now so if I am going to disagree                                          
with Bullinger on here and say no that's                                        
not the first time then I have to say                                           
okay what is the first time and if I if                                         
I can argue as Chris does and I think I                                         
think there's a reasonable way to argue                                         
this if I can argue that the first time                                         
was Christ's first coming I've got two                                          
hurdles to get over one is that                                                 
obviously he had not come yet the first                                         
time in Isaiah's day is 600 years too                                           
early and so I would have to argue that                                         
the first time is also prophetic so                                             
could I build a case from Isaiah                                                
preferably that Isaiah is saying                                                
there's going to be one restoration                                             
there's going to be another restoration                                         
now if I could do that that would help                                          
me there's another problem and that is                                          
that if I did that then I would look and                                        
say but wait a minute                                                           
at the first coming Christ really didn't                                        
restore them he came into his own and                                           
his own received him not and there                                              
wasn't a a restoration although if if I                                         
was building the argument and that was                                          
my argument I would focus upon this word                                        
right here to recover the remnant not                                           
the entirety but the remnant of his                                             
people and say so I don't have to have a                                        
recovery at Christ time I only have to                                          
have a remnant of his people he came                                            
into his own and his own received it not                                        
but as many as did receive him to them                                          
gave you the right to become the                                                
children I've got so I think you you                                            
very well could argue that now the other                                        
thing that you could argue is he's                                              



actually put Isaiah is being prophetic                                          
of the first time but that's talking                                            
about the restoration from Babylon and                                          
then the second restoration would be the                                        
restoration that would take place in the                                        
last days or the days of Ezekiel 36 37                                          
that valley of dry bones and the                                                
restoration that comes through that so I                                        
think that that you're exactly right                                            
again one of the areas probably in which                                        
I would look is my favorite Jewish                                              
website in s chabad.org CH a ba D if you                                        
look I think it's under learning and                                            
values and I think                                                              
let's try classic texts and then go to                                          
the Tanakh yes the Hebrew Bible here we                                         
get rid of the pop-up there then if we                                          
went here to the prophet Isaiah right                                           
here and we looked to chapter 11 now                                            
then we go down to verse 11                                                     
always check because there are a few                                            
times in which the Hebrew numbering                                             
especially when you get into the Psalms                                         
the numbering is a little different so I                                        
always check first and make sure that's                                         
what I want it to say now here is the                                           
you've got the Hebrew and then here's                                           
the their translation of the Hebrew into                                        
English it shall come to pass that on                                           
that day the Lord shall continue to                                             
apply his hand a second time to acquire                                         
the rest of his people that will remain                                         
from Assyria okay one of the things that                                        
they have done here and let's just back                                         
up here to the King James it shall come                                         
to pass that the Lord shall set his hand                                        
again the second time here they've got                                          
the Lord shall continue to apply his                                            
hand a second time and then we've got to                                        
recover so he will come again to recover                                        
the remnant and here we've got to                                               
acquire the rest of his people that will                                        
remain so the Hebrew here hasn't a                                              
little bit more this Hebrew translation                                         
has it a little more that he is going to                                        
get it started and then he is going to                                          
continue to complete the work now what I                                        
would want to know and unfortunately I'm                                        
not a Hebrew expert what I would want to                                        
know is take the Hebrew over here and                                           
work on that a little bit and say okay                                          
how did they get this did they have to                                          
twist that just a little bit to get that                                        
now another thing that I like to do on                                          
this particular website is if I can go                                          
back up to the top if you put here's get                                        
that back up rush ease at commentary                                            
that's a an old Jewish sage ah let's see                                        
what the old Jewish sage has so I went                                          
to show the commentary and here this is                                         
interesting because a shoot shall spring                                        
forth from Jesse what's the Jew say                                             



about it if you say here are                                                    
constellations for Hezekiah and his                                             
people that they shall not fall into his                                        
hands now what will be the Exile that                                           
was exiled to holla and hub or is there                                         
hope lost it is not lost                                                        
eventually the King Messiah shall come                                          
to redeem them now what's important                                             
there is you see ah they take it as                                             
messianic Rashi does at least then                                              
continue on down let's go to verse 11                                           
see if there happens to be a a word                                             
there here we go a second time so this                                          
is the Jewish sages interpretation just                                         
as he acquired them from Egypt okay they                                        
go with Bullinger on this maybe                                                 
bullinger got it from Rashi I don't know                                        
just as he acquired them from Egypt when                                        
their Redemption was absolute without                                           
subjugation but the redemption                                                  
proceeding the building of the second                                           
temple is not counted since they were                                           
subjugated to Cyrus                                                             
so what Rashi says is this is not                                               
indicative of the Babylonian restoration                                        
because Cyrus is still there now he goes                                        
back to Egypt for the first time and                                            
then he takes a messianic view for the                                          
second time so that's a bit takes the                                           
Bullinger approach so the argument you'd                                        
need to bring Chris is can rather than                                          
taking an exodus approach which I think                                         
does have the flaw of saying he didn't                                          
restore them he created them there then                                         
can you carry that out all the way                                              
through then to what would the second                                           
time be after that it would I think or                                          
what would the first time excuse me if                                          
the first time is not Egypt and the                                             
first time is not Babylon and I think                                           
Russia's got a good point there then                                            
what is the first time                                                          
No maybe it's messianic itself excellent                                        
word there                                                                      
Debbie yes the spy was named Co henna at                                        
least that was his Jewish name he                                               
obviously did not go by that to spy that                                        
name in Syria and I am going to see here                                        
here we go le le Cohen le Cohen is the                                          
name our man in Damascus is the book                                            
I've tried to get some of those and I                                           
haven't been able to it strands                                                 
translated from Hebrew and it's pretty                                          
poor translation we need to go through                                          
and rewrite it but I did just notice                                            
Wikipedia our man in Damascus and let's                                         
see is this there right okay this is                                            
about the television production                                                 
I watched maybe one episode of AG again                                         
I think it's Netflix that recently came                                         
out with probably a four or five series                                         
episode I don't remember that much about                                        



it I don't watch that much TV and it                                            
might be pretty good but you know how                                           
Netflix does they put a lot of stuff in                                         
there but Ehle :                                                                
is his name thanks Ted before that                                              
helped there I appreciate that and                                              
wasn't Bob up in Massachusetts good to                                          
see you wasn't the statue of linen that                                         
was in Leningrad now in Seattle well                                            
there is a statue of Lenin and possibly                                         
so I haven't looked at that's I haven't                                         
looked at the history to see how in the                                         
world they end up with a statue of Lenin                                        
in Seattle other than it's a communist                                          
town so maybe it did come from Leningrad                                        
which is now what it's not st.                                                  
Petersburg is it but anyway now let me                                          
let me say those people in Russia and in                                        
the former Soviet Union                                                         
they toppled statues but it was                                                 
revolution when the top of statues                                              
I think the toppling of statues is a                                            
revolutionary thing now then those that                                         
weren't toppled the people decided this                                         
is what we're going to do with all of                                           
that what the check and see what the                                            
history of that Lenin statue is in                                              
Seattle there were they having that                                             
Summer of Love and the chop Chad's own                                          
everything's doing so beautifully                                               
they're in Utopia as it always does Bev                                         
has a follow-up question will Damascus                                          
go down soon seems like like Trump let's                                        
say I lost a word there something make                                          
opportunity at a time there will be the                                         
utter destruction of Damascus as well                                           
it's never been utterly destroyed as the                                        
prophet Isaiah said it was going to I I                                         
don't think this is my personal thoughts                                        
on it may be I may be totally wrong I                                           
don't think right now there's going to                                          
be any sudden attacks by the United                                             
States or by Russia or by any of the                                            
major powers they be rogue powers if                                            
they were I don't think there's going to                                        
be any major attacks because all around                                         
the world Society is too fragile right                                          
now and I think that these people know                                          
that if I go and make this attack I am                                          
going to have such a collapse an                                                
implosion of my country that attacking                                          
them is going to implode us I think that                                        
all around the world wherever you go                                            
there's some of the same problems that                                          
we see in the United States today                                               
although the United States is at the                                            
head of it now                                                                  
what I do think could happen is like                                            
world war two one excuse me in world war                                        
one what was it the death of the                                                
assassination of the Duke of furred man                                         
did I get that right                                                            



and that is what set things off but just                                        
like World War one the world was kind of                                        
a tinderbox already there was a lot of                                          
turmoil in that day and it was a lot of                                         
socialist turmoil by the way as well I                                          
think in many ways what we have in the                                          
in the 2020s is very similar to what                                            
they had in the 19-teens 1910s in that                                          
there are social unrest there was a rise                                        
of the utopian view there was a you know                                        
stick it to the mankind of view a time                                          
of turning things and then this one guy                                         
shot and boom ba-ba-boom the dominoes                                           
begin to fall that's more what I would                                          
expect today that in itself could                                               
eventually lead to the fall of Damascus                                         
and the utter destruction of Damascus                                           
but I think we've got a number of                                               
dominoes to fall before we get there now                                        
again to be honest this may not happen                                          
but to be honest absolutely at any time                                         
now those dominoes could begin to fall                                          
maybe they've already begun to fall but                                         
there's not one that has just you know                                          
led to a full-scale collapse of society                                         
but I think we could have won I think                                           
that if President Trump was not                                                 
president by the way I think that maybe                                         
we would have had won some might argue                                          
no we would have been having any of                                             
these things if we had Hillary Clinton                                          
almost forgot who president Trump ran                                           
against maybe that woman you know she                                           
had won maybe we wouldn't be having all                                         
these riots because she'd just be                                               
handing them you know cookies and things                                        
that that they wanted vegan cookies of                                          
course with marijuana baked in so maybe                                         
we wouldn't be having these                                                     
I don't know probably we would so all of                                        
this tension and society that's been                                            
building up for a long time to utterly                                          
change society going back you know even                                         
to Occupy Wall Street and all that kind                                         
of stuff 10-15 years ago it all is                                              
leading up here to this think soap again                                        
back I said if President Trump was here                                         
what if they did set up an autonomous                                           
zone right in Washington DC I suppose                                           
the mayor would be all for it if the                                            
president wasn't against it like Trump                                          
wasn't president wasn't going to send in                                        
people what if I happened but what if                                           
let's just suppose that these autonomous                                        
zones somehow become a thing and you see                                        
them start cropping up in in cities all                                         
over what if there's an autonomous zone                                         
in Dallas in an autonomous zone in                                              
Jackson Mississippi and an autonomous                                           
zone and Chicago added autonomous zone                                          
here and then all over you get kind of                                          
this uprising and then one shot towards                                         



somebody then it all just erupts our                                            
nation is in civil war the world                                                
probably follows suit and Europe begins                                         
to disintegrate and then maybe Iran                                             
decides to move in and all these kind of                                        
things begin to happen then maybe Russia                                        
or China as we're not expecting maybe                                           
they're the ones that come in and                                               
destroy Syria and seek to bring about                                           
you know they see it as an opportunity                                          
never let it a good opportunity to go                                           
two ways to establish themselves Russia                                         
again or China for the first time as a                                          
world power so many different scenarios                                         
that you could paint out there but                                              
honestly we we do have a society in                                             
which we could wake up tomorrow morning                                         
and find out the the implosion has begun                                        
now that might not happen and I pray it                                         
doesn't happen and I work to make sure                                          
it doesn't happen but it could happen                                           
they've been a number of times down                                             
through our history when it could have                                          
happened and didn't I hope that this is                                         
one of those but again I don't for the                                          
Middle East right now I don't see all                                           
the pieces in place for suddenly us to                                          
begin to see the fulfillment of prophecy                                        
in the Middle East I think that we have                                         
a number of rumblings that could lead                                           
there and those rumblings could go                                              
fairly quickly but I don't think they're                                        
there yet                                                                       
I have not anyone seen David Wood on                                            
acts 17 apologetics I think that's the                                          
name of the ministry acts 17 apologetics                                        
on YouTube why some people hate police                                          
says it's a meaningful presentation                                             
excellent I'll see if I can pull it up                                          
right here and it's well let's see I see                                        
a number of David Wood x17 apologetics                                          
is the name of the ministry as I                                                
suspected                                                                       
so here is the ministry and you can look                                        
through and find that to see what he's                                          
got to say about that sounds interesting                                        
on why some people hate police I wonder                                         
if they just hate Authority altogether                                          
and the police are a picture of that                                            
authority I don't know not my area of                                           
expertise necessarily but I am most                                             
grateful for the police and certainly                                           
not one of those who hates police I                                             
suppose that none in our audience would                                         
join us                                                                         
in police hatred and in fact I would say                                        
that if a policeman out there ever needs                                        
a good place to hide call me                                                    
I got a hidden place in the mountains                                           
see you there                                                                   
thanks for joining us today on ask the                                          
theologian the special dispensation a                                           



publishing house is this book right here                                        
the naked communist and you can grab a                                          
copy there for 25% off and always a                                             
blessing to be with you and Thursday's                                          
are always a blessing because we have                                           
Bible study tonight looking forward to                                          
that The Book of Ezekiel moving into                                            
chapter 2 and session 2 and seeing this                                         
great revelation of God that was given                                          
in Chapter 1 continue on with that and                                          
it'll be a blessing 7 p.m. mountain time                                        
if you'd like an alert for that you can                                         
send the word Randy White's no spaces                                           
Randy White's to 97,000 you will get                                            
that by the way if you're on our alerts                                         
for ask the theologian you've got one                                           
this morning about I don't know 10                                              
minutes to the 10 minutes to 10 o'clock                                         
on Mountain time and if you want that                                           
alert and you send ATT daily no spaces                                          
to 97,000 ATT daily for ask the                                                 
theologian or Randy white for the Bible                                         
study alerts and again both of those two                                        
97,000 always a delight again thanks for                                        
being here you don't need a reason to                                           
live get you an African dialect someday                                         
my friend we're going to have a blue you                                        
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


